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Skill Level: Beginner
Size: varies depending on the string you use and how tight you crochet. The big basket has a diameter of
approximately
Gauge: not important
Materials:







Everlasto Jute Craft Twine
main colour: two 25m spools
small amounts of contrast colour 1 and 2 (less than 12 m each)
crochet hook 6mm
stitch marker
scissors
yarn needle (optional)

Crochet Terms
Abbreviation
dc
sl
ch
ch-space
st

UK Term
double crochet
slip stitch
chain stitch
chain space
stitch

US Term
single crochet
slip stitch
chain stitch
chain space
stitch

Note:









This pattern is written using UK terminology.
You can substitute the string with any other yarn or string. Note that changing the thickness will
change the size of your containers. When you change to a different thread you might have to change
hook size. Select the smallest hook that works for you.
The pattern is worked in continuous rounds. Use a stitch marker in first or last stitch of round (and
remember which one you used) and move upwards when applicable to note when you finished a
round.
You do not need to work as tightly as you can, especially if you are using a small hook and a coarse
string.
Let the twine run through your hand and over one finger. No need to wrap around the small finger for
tension, you’ll only hurt your finger.
The Everlasto twine is comparably hard on fingers and hand and causes a bit of mess while working
with it (it “sheds hair”). You might want to use a leather cap or some tape on the finger that feeds the
thread and make sure you are working in an area that is easy to dust afterwards.

NO WEAVING IN OF ENDS VARIANT:
When you start the pattern, hold the end of the twine close to the stitches you are working on. thus you
automatically work it into the crochet and after at least 8 stitches you can clip the end off if you wish (I usually
keep it until it completely vanishes, so that I do not even need to clip it.)

Step 1

Step 2

When changing colour, clip the thread of the “old” colour, make a loop into the new thread and slip the end of
old into new. (You should do this close to the crochet hook. Since you are changing colour after last yarn over,
this will be right behind the stitch you are currently working on. In the picture I pulled it off the work so that
you can see better what’s happening.
You then pull the loop of the new colour tight quickly until it flips round. You can feel this in your hand as a
suddentightening. You can then clip the tan (old) end close to the knot, or weave in for 2 stitches or such and
clip there. Leave the coloured (new) end hanging there slightly longer for now.
When you are finished with the basked (will only be two rows above this end), you can either weave in the end
for two stitches to bring it a little closer or tie with this other end straight away. Then clip

PATTERN
SMALL BASKET
Begin with a magic circle with the tan twine.
Alternatively you could also chain 2 and then work in
first chain instead of into the magic circle.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7. – 10.

work 8 dc into the circle (8 stitches)
2 dc into each stitch (16 stitches)
[1dc into next dc, 2dc into next st] repeat until
the end (24stitches)
[1dc , 2dc into next st, 1dc] repeat until the end
(32 st)
work 1dc into the backloop of each stitch of
previous round (32 stitches)
work 1dc into each stitch of the previous round
into both loops now. (32 stitches)

dc in all stitches (32 stitches) change to contrast colour 1 on very last yarn over.



(you can use the boxes to tick the rounds you have worked if you wish; if you

want a bigger container, simply add rows until the desired height is reached; you don’t even
have to do full rounds and can remove the marker if you wish)
11.

with the new colour work a dc into next 6 stitches, chain 5, skip 4 stitches and work dc into
next 12 stitches, chain 5, skip 4 stitches, dc into next 6 which should bring you to the end of
the round.(34 stitches)

12.

dc into next 6 stitches until you reach the chain space, 5dc into chain space, then dc into next
12 stitches until you reach the second chain space. 5dc into chain space, then dc into next
5stitches, finish round with a slip stitch and tie off.

BIG BASKET
Begin with a magic circle with the tan twine. (If you
are working with my kit, take the second cob – the
rest from the small basket won’t suffice.)
Alternatively you could also chain 2 and then work in
first chain instead of into the magic circle.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8. – 13.

work 8 dc into the circle (8 stitches)
2 dc into each stitch (16 stitches)
[1dc, 2dc into next st] repeat until the end
(24stitches)
[1dc, 2dc into next st, 1dc] repeat until the end
(32 st)
[1dc in next 3 stitches, 2dc next stitch] repeat
until the end (40 stitches)
work 1dc into the backloop of each stitch of
previous round (40 stitches)
work 1dc into each stitch of the previous round
into both loops now. (40 stitches)

dc in all stitches (32 stitches) change to contrast colour 2 on very last yarn over.



(you can use the boxes to tick the rounds you have worked if you wish). You can

add rows freely if you wish to make a taller basket. If you added rounds to the small basket, you
might want to add some here, too.
14.

with the new colour work a dc into next 7 stitches, chain 7, skip 6 stitches and work dc into next 14
stitches, chain 7, skip 6 stitches, dc into next 7 which should bring you to the end of the round.
(42 stitches)

15.

dc into next 7 stitches until you reach the chain space, 7dc into chain space, then dc into next
14 stitches until you reach the second chain space. 7dc into chain space, then dc into next
5stitches, sl stich into next 2 stitches, and tie off.

ADDITIONAL IDEAS
If you are working with my kit and have already made these two baskets, you won’t have enough of the tan
yarn to make one of these without attaching string. But if you combine the two tans, you could make another
basket like one of those you have already made. Depending on how loosely you crochet, it might or might not
be enough for a large basket.
But you still have plenty of the contrast colours left, and could try playing with these.
Also the general principle on how to make these is probably clear: First you make a basic flat round where in
each additional round you do one dc more before doing the dc increase. Then you do one round with dc in
each backloop, and then just one dc into each dc until you reach the desired height.
The rest of cob used for the large basket makes a small flat container to which I added just one row of
contrasting yarn here:

Another idea would be to use the contrast yarns to make two more big baskets with the respective other as a
contrast yarn. – Of course these then don’t stack with the initial two anymore.
Have fun playing!

